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Editorial

Telfed wishes a
Shana Tova to the
Southern African
community.

Eli‘s
Taxi Service
• Experienced New York
cabbie
•Native English-speaker
•Serving the Sharon area
•Passengers or parcels all
over Israel
•25 years of driving
experience
•Polite and reliable service
•24 hours a day
•Specializing in airport
service (including greeting
arriving guests)
•Only non-smoking, new,
air-conditioned taxis
•Advance reservations
available by mail or phone

Eli:
050-8697093

elitaxi1@bezeqint.net
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Smart Move

Israel Scored Big Time
ven those who don’t like football
were glued to their TVs.

Bill Shankly in the UK’s Sunday Times
got it right when he wrote, “Some people think football is a matter of life and
death. I don’t like that attitude. I can assure them it is much more serious than
that.” Few would argue.
For one month, a strange elongatedplastic horn became the most widelyplayed instrument, driving a world
crazy, that was already going that
way if folk were tuning into the major TV news networks to catch an
octopus called Paul predicting the
winners of matches in the World
Cup. And when it came to the final,
not to be outdone by the hundreds of
thousands of fans that were watching
on mammoth screens in city squares
from Madrid and Amsterdam to the
Grand Parade in Cape Town - add
Beit Shemesh!
Even Telfed was climbing into
the act.
Organized by the municipality together with the Beit Shemesh Telfed
Regional Committee, over 400 people
packed into the city’s amphitheatre to
watch the game on a giant screen. The
atmosphere was predictably raucous and
as one local South African soccer fan pictured the scene in Cape parlance, “The
vuvuzelas were blérring bedonered.” And
few could care less about the predictions
from a ‘treif ’ fish tank in the German
city of Oberhausen. As Telfed Deputy
Director Dorron Kline observed, “It
appeared the native Israelis were supporting Spain, while the South Africans
- many decked out in orange - were supporting the Dutch.” Short of any direct

Sponsoring Education for a Brighter Future

South African or Litvak connection, “It
was the closest thing for our local boerewors brigade” said Dorron.
Of course, the real winner was Israel
- for one month Israel was relatively unmolested by a world media which was
otherwise engaged.
Staying with sport, in our Cover Story
we report on the South African contribution to local cricket and how it can help
Collectively sounding like a swarm of frenzied super-sized
bees, the craze reached Beit Shemesh where this South
African fan was blowing her vuvuzela.

Telfed’s Scholarships have not only enriched the lives of the recipients but also
contributed immeasurably to the State of Israel.

I

n its 62 years, Telfed has amassed many
superlative achievements which have
stood the test of time, notably its conferring of scholarships to Southern African
immigrants in Israel.
While many of these recipients over the
decades have attained scholastic excellence
at top Israeli universities and participated in cutting-edge research in divergent
fields, others have gone on to reach the
pinnacles in their professions or established their own businesses.

Scholarship Recipients
A few, such as Gershon Gan on Telfed’s
Media Committee, have played significant
roles in government and diplomacy.
Gershon arrived in the early sixties
aged nine with his parents from Cape
in creating a more harmonious future
and on the subject of Southern African
aliya - where we have had close to 700
olim in the last two years - we also report how Telfed has held its eye on the
ball! (See report on page 8)
Describing the nature of the partnership between the SAZF in South
Africa and Telfed in Israel, visiting
SAZF Chairman Avrom Krengel expressed it simply:

Town. He would later receive a Telfed
Scholarship enabling him to study at
Hebrew University, preparing him for an
exciting career as a diplomat for over 30
years, with postings in the USA, Europe,
and Africa. In the same year that Mandela
ascended the presidency in South Africa,
Gershon opened the first Israeli embassy
in Zimbabwe, covering Malawi, Namibia,
Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia. “Even
though many years have passed, I still remember with appreciation and gratitude
the financial assistance given me by the
Telfed Scholarship Fund. It was a headstart to my career.”
In the 1990s the two Etzion sisters
from Haifa, Yael and Orit, received Telfed
scholarships. Both now married, Yael
Etzion Daniel studied Physical Education

at Wingate and then went on to study for
a Master’s in Nutrition at the Hebrew
University School of Agriculture in
Rehovot. A competitive Track and Field
athlete, Yael took the Silver in the 13th
Maccabiah in the 800m. “I am most thankful to Telfed for the support I received in
assisting me to achieve my dreams.”
Her sister Orit Etzion Levy studied
Fashion Design at the Shenkar College of
Engineering and is today a Prop Stylist
where she builds compositions which are
then photographed for catalogues and
magazines. “Studying Fashion Design is
often more expensive than other degrees,
as there are not only the tuition fees and
rent, but all the material that needs to be
bought. This is why the Telfed scholarship
was not merely helpful but vital.”
continued on next page

1970s Telfed Scholarship reciepient,
Gershon Gan, seen here as Israel’s
first ambassador to Zimbabwer
visiting a rural school where Israel
was assisting in a project.

“We send ’em, you care for ’em.”
Both teams are on the same side and
the ‘winning results’ will continue to
proudly grace our Arrivals Page.
David E. Kaplan
Editor
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Views and comments expressed in this publication are not necesarily those of the South African Zionist Federation (Israel)
or of the Editorial Board. SAZF (Israel) is not responsible for articles and advertisements which appear herein.

1990’s Telfed scholarship recipient, Yael
Etzion Daniel, studied at Wingate and
Hebrew University.
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New member of Telfed staff, Yael Malach,
takes over from Tzippy Katz, as head of
Telfed’s PRAS project.

PRASworthy
The ‘Jewel in the Crown’ of
Telfed’s scholarship programme
is PRAS where scholarship recipients perform services within the
Southern African community such
as: providing Hebrew lessons for
Olim; assisting - whether because
of language or other scholastic
or developmental difficulty- pupils with their homework and
school assignments; acting as
a big brother/sister to children
of single parents and assisting
the elderly.
Into its 8th successful year,
“This academic year we plan on
expanding our programme with
many more PRAS students operating within our Southern African
community, “ says Yael BiramMalach, Telfed’s new Head of
the PRAS Programme.

Adam Zeidel who arrived on aliya from
Johannesburg with his family at the age
of nineteen in the 1990s, received recently not only his PhD in Computational
Neuroscience at Hebrew University but
was awarded the coveted Nitza Ilan Prize
for Excellence in Electrophysiology - the
study for his PhD. He has come a long
way since he completed his first degree in
Engineering at Tel Aviv University, where
he had received a Telfed scholarship for
four consecutive years through the Sam
Cohen Trust and the Hirsch Hennoch
and Shore Honor Education Trust. “We
had just made aliya and it was a difficult
time for the family, so the scholarship
was a huge help.” Back then, Adam already showed immense promise making
the Dean’s List.
Why the switch from engineering to
medical research? “Computational neuroscience is an interdisciplinary science
linking the diverse fields of neuroscience,
cognitive science and psychology with
electrical engineering, computer science,
mathematics and physics. I wanted to take
the tools of engineering and explore how

I can impact in the research on diseases
that affect the brain. I want to help people and with the passing of my dad at a
young age where he fell into a coma for
a long, protracted period, I became even
more determined to make an impact with
my research.”
A current recipient of a Telfed Scholarship
- from a trust earmarked for students of
music - is Tessa Snitcher from Cape Town
who came on aliya at the end of 2007 and
is studying for a Master’s in Music at the
Rubin Academy of Music. In her first year,
she, “was fortunate to sing the part of the
Countess in Mozart’s The Marriage of
Figaro, working with an amazing director of international stature.” Tessa tells
Telfed “how much higher the standard is
in Israel compared to South Africa,” where
she studied for her Bachelor’s in Music at
UCT. “The programme in SA is standardized to accommodate varying degrees of
knowledge and talent. Here, everyone is
brilliant and you have to work so much
harder.” Nevertheless, Tessa took third
place in a university competition.

Tessa recently took the leading female
role in another Mozart opera, The Magic
Flute. She says she has come a long way
from when she arrived knowing very
little Hebrew: “Today I work totally in
Hebrew.” Apart from the excellent ulpan
at TAU, she credits this “to being thrown
in the deep end.” In her first year in Israel
“I performed the role of a chicken in an
original opera of Animal Farm by a young
Israeli, Matan Daniel Porat. “This was a
fantastic experience and I quickly learnt to
function professionally in Hebrew.” What
also helped, “I met my boyfriend Alon on
the stage during this production. He is
today a professional opera singer,” and
was performing in Europe at the time of
this interview.
Tessa says that “being in opera, it is
often difficult to take on jobs to supplement income for living expenses; at any
moment you need to be at rehearsals. For
this reason the Telfed scholarships have
been vital.” Tessa recently performed at
the Julius Weinstein Memorial Evening
(see page 31) .
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Programme
is supported
by the Doone
S.A. Charitable
Foundation

Telfed’s commitment to its scholarship
programme would not have been possible
were it not for one man - Judge Joseph
Herbstein. “We remember Joseph not
only as Chairman of Telfed (1971-1974)
but as the creator, facilitator and progenitor of the Telfed trusts,” expressed
former Telfed Chairman Hertzel Katz at
a special ceremony held in 1997 marking
the centenary of the Judge’s birth. “He is
truly the father of our trusts.”
Of the 130 trusts that provide the income enabling Telfed to award some 400
scholarships each year, some 80 trusts were
brought in by Joseph Herbstein.
A formidable personality, it was said
that for a young advocate to appear before Herbstein in the Cape Town Supreme
Court was a daunting experience. There
were always those around waiting for the
novice to slip up. One day, a young advocate, clearly nervous
and wanting to be word
perfect, concluded his
application before the

“Your Worship, I am asking for judgment in the sum of £15,000 together
with interest at the rate of two percent
per anus.”
Judge Herbstein peered down at him with
a twinkle in his eye and bellowed,” Humph,
I have heard of people paying through
their noses, but this is a first.”

Leaders of the Pack
The first immigrant organization to
be established - coinciding with Israel’s
Declaration of Independence in 1948 Telfed would be the first organization to
acquire property to rent below the market rate to new Southern African olim. To
date, it is the only organization to offer
scholarships to its community.
“We are proud of our history in educating successive generations of Southern
Africans in Israel and will continue this
The founder of
Telfed’s trusts,
Judge Joseph
Herbstein (2nd
from right) seen
here with Hertzel
Katz, Louis Pincus
and Leib Frank.

Focus
on Telfed
continued on
next page

Students volunteer a total of 80
hours, and in return are awarded
a bursary in value in excess of the
usual Telfed scholarship.
Anyone interested in joining the
PRAS Programme can submit
their application form which can
be downloaded from the Telfed
web site at www.telfed.org.il, or
can contact Yael for further information at 09-7907819 or yael@
telfed.org.il
The PRAS

judge with:

In Telfed we Trust

Telfed scholarship recipient
Adam Zeidel, presenting
his research at the Hebrew
University, during the awards
ceremony where he won first
place in the Nitza Ilan Prize
Taking a stroll on Rothschild.
for excellence in Electrophysiology.

Orit Etzion, who
studied Fashion
Design, went on
to become a top
Prop Stylist for
magazines. Above
her compositions
for Kitan.

Above right: 2008 Telfed
scholarship recipient Tessa Snitcher
from Cape Town as the Countess
in Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro.
Above: Tessa at the Telfed Ochberg
Orphan evening in Kfar Saba with
her friend, Alon Harari.
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2010 olim from
Southern Africa .

superlative tradition,” says Adele Bassin,
Chairperson of the Telfed’s Endowment
and Scholarships Committee.
For further information on scholarship
applications, contact Susan Sharon 097907804 or susan@telfed,org.il

Aliya on the Up
“Israel is now the number one destination for Jews leaving South Africa,”
Avrom Krengel, Chairman of the SAZF
told a large audience in Ra’anana. “This
is a major shift from 10 years ago, where
Israel lay in fourth position.” Avrom
praised Telfed referring to the period
2000-2002, “when through Telfed’s initiative and energy, the Israel Centre was
established creating a new dynamic in the
Southern African Jewish community and
revitalizing Zionism and aliya. Today we
are seeing the results. It was your intervention at that critical time that refocused
the community back onto Israel and for
this we thank you.”
Immensely proud that “in the

last two years there have been some 700
olim from South Africa,” he spoke also of
the impact of programmes where “every
single Jewish child has the opportunity
to visit Israel before they matriculate.
It’s so important that they emotionally
connect at this crucial age.”
Despite unrelenting attacks in the local
media to paint a negative picture of the
Jewish State, “the community’s support
for Israel has been unwavering” and “our
Yom Ha’atzmaut and Yom HaZicharon
functions attract thousands of people.”
Telfed’s Deputy Director, and former
Director of the Israel Centre, Dorron
Kline, attended an Aliya Expo in May,
where he interviewed 131 candidates
interested in immigrating to Israel – 86
in Johannesburg and 45 in Cape Town.
“The average age was 44,” says Dorron,
“with singles accounting for 40% in
Johannesburg and 33% in Cape Town.”
Commensurate with the upbeat feeling in
2010 with the World Cup, “there is also
an upbeat interest in aliya,” says Dorron
“and we can expect the current trend to

continue and possibly to increase.”
“It means a lot to have Telfed in Israel
as a partner,” expressed Avrom Krengel.
“Our work is sending olim to Israel and
your work is looking after them. We hope
we keep you busy.”
“We expect to be,” said Telfed’s Susan
Sharon, in charge of absorption, “and as
always – Telfed is ready.”

Total Onslaught
Reports David Kaplan

Krengels weather the storm
Never before in the 112 years of Southern
African Zionism has the Jewish community’s leadership been under such scrutiny
and attack, not only from within South
Africa, but globally. The reason can be
summed up in one word – Goldstone!
For this reason the local Southern
African community in Israel welcomed
the opportunity to hear Zev Krengel,
Chairman of the South African Jewish
Board of Deputies (SAJBOD), and his

brother Avrom Krengel, Chairman of
the South African Zionist Federation
(SAZF), address the situation in SA since
Operation Cast Lead. The meeting, organised by Telfed, was held at the Shivtei
Yisrael synagogue in Ra’anana.
“No doubt there is a better relationship
with the government under President
Zuma,” says Zev. “He is a listener and open
to advice - a vast difference to previous
presidents.” However, this ‘openness’ cuts
both ways “and Israel’s enemies too enjoy
the ear of the President.” Furthermore,
stresses Zev, one has to understand the
natural affiliation between the ANC and
the PLO. “They trade on a common narrative that goes back to their days of sharing the same photocopy machine while
in exile in Lusaka and attitudes will not
change until the Palestinians have their
own state.” To further graphically complete the picture, Zev adds, “The current
Palestinian ambassador to South Africa
was once the driver for Oliver Tambo in
Dar es Salaam in the sixties.”
A proud achievement asserts Zev is what

he refers to as the community’s “Balfour
Declaration” where following a meeting
with Zuma, a letter was received stating
unequivocally that “the ANC supports a
two-state solution” and that “Israel enjoys
the right to exist.” This, Zev describes
as “a watershed.”

Waltzing with Goldstone

In his 8 years as Chairman of the SAZF,
“nothing came close to the fallout from
Operation Cast Lead,” says brother Avrom.
And logic had little to do with it. “It’s
absurd that a neighbouring country that
has literally been destroyed by one man,
the savage killing of some four million in
the DRC and the hundreds of thousands
that have perished in Darfur was of little moral concern to South Africa’s leadership. This is reserved for Israel. Only
from Israel, would South Africa recall its
ambassador.”
So what changed with Cast Lead?
“There were demonstrations before but
they had always been directed against
Israel, never against the Jewish community. For the first time Jews were being
attacked for their loyalty to Israel and
there was a call for boycotting Jewish businesses. Anti-Semitism reared its ugly head
in the horrendous hate speeches ranging
from Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Fatima Hajaig, screaming at an audience
in Lenasia that “Jews control America
just like they control most Western countries” to COSATU’s secretary Bongani
Masuku who told students at Wits that
Jews “supporting the actions of Israel
and the Israeli military should be exiled
from South Africa.” This built up into a
crescendo “with what we refer to as ‘The
continued on page 11

Richard Goldstone, I presume?
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July 2010
olim photos
courtesy
of new
oleh, André
Rosenberg

Cordial greeting prior to the
meeting between SA Jewish
leadership and Judge Goldstone.
Judge Richard Goldstone (l) and
Chairman of the SAZF, Avrom
Krengel (r).
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REGIONAL
Telfed
ROUNDUP

Ra’anana

Starting in May, Telfed volunteers
from Ra’anana and Kfar Saba
are phoning members in the
community across the country
asking how they feel about the new
format Telfed Magazine, reminding
them about their subscriptions and
generally updating records and
hearing any news from their areas.
Michelle Wolff (Ra’anana) ‘working
the phones.

Beit Shemesh
Children of Southern
African olim from
Beit Shemesh engage
in activities with
Ethiopian children at
the Mevasseret Zion
Absorption Center.

Kfar
Saba

It’s all fun and
games at the Lag
BaOmer braai on
Kibbutz Tzora.

Hod Hasharon

Hilary Kaplan and Janine Gelley (front) and Linda Barron (2nd left,
back), present a check from the Aliza Hatchuel Memorial Fund to the ORT
School in Kfar Saba for the purchase of electronic dictionaries.

The North

A lot to digest: illuminating
insights and SA cuisine. Alon
Liel, former Israeli ambassador
to South Africa, addresses the
participants at the Telfed Hod
HaSharon regional braai on the
current relationship between
Israel and South Africa.
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Telfed Vice Chairman Dave Bloom, brings greeting from the ‘Fed’ at a gathering of over
150 on Kibbutz Yizreel for the Shorashim group from South African together with the
Habonim group here in Israel on the year ‘Shnat’ programme.

Battle for Beyachad’, when the legions of
anti-Israel battalions decided to march on
the offices of the Zionist Federation on a
Friday afternoon.”

The Goldstone Report hangs over the State
of Israel like an albatross, and so for us as South African Jews - Goldstone’s role
in this affair was very personal.”

The geography of protest had also
changed. “No more were they satisfied in
demonstrating outside the Israel embassy in Pretoria, now they wanted to high
profile their demos in the heartland of
Jewish suburbia.”

Avrom clarifies that “while the intention
was never to bar Goldstone attending his
grandson’s Bar Mitzvah, the community
felt strongly that they had every right to
publically register their pain and outrage
by demonstrating outside the shul.”

The Barny over the Barmy

Responding to criticism of using the occasion of a Bar Mitzvah, Avrom responded that this too cut both ways: “While
the Bar Mitzvah presented an opportunity not only for the community to engage Goldstone who no longer resides in
South Africa, it also presented the ideal
platform for Goldstone who believed he
could simply waltz back into the bosom of
his former community as if nothing had
happened. We were unhappy about this
and felt a protest outside the shul would
not be inappropriate.”

Criticized by some for “personalizing” the
Goldstone Report in the handling of the
Judge’s grandson’s Bar Mitzvah, Avrom
was quick to reply: “The Goldstone Report
was personal. How much more personal
can it get, when such a seriously flawed
report labeled Israeli leaders and soldiers
as war criminals who now travel abroad
in fear of arrest? Of course this is personal. The anti-Israel bias of Goldstone’s
co-commissioners were well-known before
the hearings in Gaza, so Goldstone - as
a respected international Human Rights
jurist and a Jew - gave the Report the necessary hechsher, offering a launching pad to
undermine Israel’s ability to defend itself.

With regard to the accusation of religious insensitivity, Avrom asks whether
“Goldstone cared about the 13 year-old
boys in Sderot having to celebrate their

Bar Mitzvahs in bomb shelters or to those
boys in the future - because of the danger his report may have placed future soldiers - will not have their fathers see them
read from the Torah as they lie buried in
a military cemetery. Facing an inconvenient protest outside Sandton Synagogue
hardly compares.”
In the end, “a deal was made whereby
there would be no demonstration outside
the shul and Goldstone would engage with
select members of the community’s leadership. It was a two hour meeting where
both he and I read statements followed by
questions from the community’s panel.”
“On a scale of one to ten, with one being the least, can you give us an impression of his contriteness at that meeting,”
asked a questioner from the floor at the
Ra’anana meeting.
Avrom: “One.”
Despite the “incredibly tense ten days
where I opened the papers each day to see
who was calling for my head, I nevertheless
stand today proud of the stand the SAZF
took. We simply could not stay silent in
the face of what this man had done.”
continued on next page

The Krengel brothers address
the SA community in Ra’anana.
Telfed vice-chairman, Dave
Bloom, SAZF Chairman Avrom
Krengel, Telfed Chairman
Maish Isaacson and Chairman
of the SA Jewish Board of
Deputies, Zev Krengel.

STOP PRESS: Moshav Manof - a housing project of
the South African Zionist Federation and Telfed
- recently celebrated its 30th anniversary. Today,
there are over 150 families, and it is expanding
at a rapid pace as more and more young families
are eager to join the moshav.
Photo(l-r): Some of the original founders: Zena
Berelowitz, Dan Druin, Zivi and Tony Harris,
Sidney Kaplan, Sheila Zetler.
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War & Remembrance
“My prayer is that Israel never has to add
any more names onto any more military
memorial plaques – including the
one which hangs in the Telfed
office listing 83 names,” expressed Telfed Chairman
Maish Isaacson at Telfed’s
annual Yom Ha’Zikaron cerDavid Fine’s
emony,
which followed the
memorial sculpture
ceremony Telfed held a week
to the Southern
African fallen in
earlier on Yom HaShoah.
Israel’s wars.

To further honour Southern
African fallen, Gidon Katz, together with
Telfed and the Ministry of Defense, has
initiated a project to compile files on all
our fallen containing information and
photographs, which will be housed at
Telfed. “It will be a memorial library so
that those that have made the supreme
sacrifice, shall forever be remembered and
honoured by our community,” Gidon told
Telfed Magazine.
Gidon is also planning a memorial service to be held towards the end of the year
at Kibbutz Lavi.
For further information contact Gidon at
08-6730253 or sgkatz@bezeqint.net; mail:
PO Box 5120 Ashkelon 78150.

Farewell to Lena
Reports David Kaplan
After 24 years of devoted service Lena
Nulman takes her leave of Telfed. “A more
dedicated worker would be hard to find,”
said David Kaplan who worked with
Lena “for umpteen years” on the Telfed
Magazine. “When she was working a full
day she was the last to leave the office
and when she was on half day, she would
still be the last to leave,” joked David.
For Lena, “it was never about time but
performance,” and this applied no matter how menial the job. Illustrating the
point, David recalls Lena blasting him
“for not sealing an envelope perfectly
straight.”
Lena was a perfectionist and this applied no less to her dress; her favourite
colour - red. So it was surprising at her
farewell party at Telfed, that she arrived
attired in blue. Nevertheless, she was as
elegant as expected and all wondered:
“Is she really retiring? She’s dressed for
a job interview!”
Following numerous and humorous
speeches by friends, family and colleagues
recalling incidents and events over the
decades, Lena herself then rose to speak

- as usual, she had the last word. Every
boss she ever had could attest to that.

We are sourcing paintings by South African
artists, for private clients, such as:

She spoke not only of Telfed but of her
personal journey - it was a saga that mirrored the history of modern Israel.

Irma Stern,Gerard Sekoto,Jacob Pierneef,Alexis

Preller,Wolf Kibel,Cecil Skotnes, Maud Sumner,

Christo Coetzee,Walter Battiss,Sidney Kumalo,Peter

And for those who recently saw on exhibit the work by the celebrated Israeli
artist Ludwig Blum at Beit Hatefutsot,
there was one particular painting that
truly stuck out. Amongst the landscapes
of Israel for which the artist was well renowned, was a late 1930’s portrait of a
young, pretty girl. Some seven decades
have passed since Lena posed for her uncle. While on that canvas she will forever
remain a starry-eyed nine-year old girl, for
her friends and colleagues at Telfed, she
will always be remembered as that “special
lady” with an indomitable spirit.

Clarke & others

Interested in evaluating, selling?

Please contact us, for discreet handling and
professional estimates.
Marlene Ferrer- Gebo Gallery
mobile: (054)462-6039

email: ferrer.marlen@gmail.com

Hopefully she won’t be missed because
as Director Sidney Shapiro expressed,
“We look forward to seeing you now at
the office as a volunteer.”

Breakfast at Telfed
Reports Louise Geva
Earlier this year, a breakfast was held in
the Telfed Moadon to bring the Kehila
Tomechet (Supportive Community) procontinued on page 14

As glamourous as ever.
A beaming Lena Nulman accepts
a bouquet of flowers at her
farewell party at Telfed.

Do you own South African artworks?

Southern African seniors listening attentively to a talk by
Freda Keet on her recollections as a reporter in Israel’s
formative years, after hearing about the services offered
by Telfed’s Kehila Tomechet.

•Never pay subscription up front - Pay as you go!
•Never be limited Stop at any time with no penalty!
•Never have a language problem We speak English!
•Always know where you stand Get a contract in English!

Get the best American and
English satellite TV
Whatever you can think of including All
your favorite long lost channels-ESPN,
Star world, Star movies and more than 130
channels in English.
I will tell you how to disconnect from HOT!
Also available SKY UK satellite TV

Plumber
24-hour express service

•Expert in locating and
repairing leaks
•Bathroom renovations
•Installation of hot water boiler
systems and geysers
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•Agreements with all insurance
companies

Telephones
•

(direct)

050-5308104
•
(09)7749016
•
(09)7715556

For the best content and service call:
Meir Levmore 050-7207010

Focus on Telfed
gram me to the attention of the elderly
English speaking Ra’anana community.
The event was organized in cooperation
with Kehila Tomechet, ESRA and Telfed
and sponsored Moked Enosh.

guidance and social contact with a person from your community. The contact
person may be called to do small household repairs and supervise repairmen
when necessary.

The project provides support for the
elderly who live in their own homes allowing them to continue living independently in familiar surroundings. Two hundred and sixty communities in Israel have
Kehila Tomechet serving citizens over the
age of 60 years. The services offered by
Kehila Tomechet are:

•Organized social and cultural activities
such as monthly day trips in Israel and
organized holidays in hotels.

•Emergency buttons connected through
the telephone to the central “moked” (telephone service center) which is manned
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
•A medical “moked” which provides doctors, home visits by the doctor 24 hours a
day and ambulances 24 hours a day.
•A contact person who may be reached
through the “moked” for hands on assistance with day to day needs which may
include interfacing with service givers
in the community, intervening to solve
practical daily problems, assistance in
communicating with government bodies,

A delicious breakfast was followed by
a description of the Kehila Tomechet, and
concluded with a talk by Freda Keet
who related her personal recollections
as a female reporter in Israel’s formative years, and her experiences lecturing
on behalf of Israel all over the English
speaking world.
For fur ther information, contact
Telfed’s social worker, Louise Geva at
(09)7907821.

Stuff You Need to Know
Bituach Leumi, Israel’s National
Insurance, is often a huge mystery to
Southern African Olim. How does an Oleh
tap into this enormous reservoir of government assistance? What payments need to be

POPE-GERI
INSURANCE
E

NC
R
FO ELLE
C
EX

car and house insurance

- English Summary medical and life insurance

countrywide (09)862-4824
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Review by Dave Bloom

made into the fund, in order to benefit from
Bituach Leumi stipends?
Following countless queries each month
to Telfed’s Klita counsellor Susan Sharon,
Telfed, in cooperation with AACI, recently
held two well attended seminars open to
the public in the Telfed Moadon Le’Oleh.
Telfed will soon be running a public seminar on the topic of: “Is there a doctor in the
house? Understanding the Israeli health
system”. Please watch the Telfed website
for more details: www.telfed.org.il

Telfed’s Employment Service
Two seminars for new olim have recently been held. The first dealt with
CV writing, and the second with salary
matters, such as how to negotiate a work
contract, how to read a salary slip and
understanding the options for savings
plans. Each was attended by 15 olim.
The lecturer was Mrs. Helen Har-Tal,
a vocational counselor with 20 years of
experience in the field.
For more information, contact Telfed’s
employment advisor, Sharon Bernstein
at (09)7907801.

Nice Work:
Immigrants attend
a seminar at Telfed’s
office in Ra’anana on
employment.

I

n reading this important and
yet lesser known story of the
anti-apartheid struggle, one
is struck by the love and respect that
Barbara Brown has for her late father
Leo Lovell.
The title could just as easily have read:
“For the Love of Father”.
The mainly autobiographical account of
Lovell’s political career as a MP, reflects
how his strong sense of Jewish ethics came
to bear on his moral compass.
“The Jewish point of view is as clear as
the commandment, ‘Thou shalt not steal’”
Lovell writes. He articulates this “as a
man and a Jew, by virtue of the suffering
of our people in many lands, throughout
their history, solely on the grounds of
race or religion.”
Lovell, along with two other Jewish MPs,
Alex Hepple and Hyman Davidoff, were
amongst the pioneers of the resistance to
apartheid legislation. Educated at Rhodes
University, Lovell distinguished himself
not only as a parliamentarian but also as
a Jewish communal leader, soldier, campaigner against anti-Semitism, lawyer and
later, as the first Finance Minister of the
newly independent Swaziland.
The book traces Lovell’s youth and
the influence of classical philosophy, the
growth of Nazism, Fascism and antiSemitism in Europe and the rise of the
Nazi Greyshirts in South Africa. Related
with great passion, Lovell describes his
role – using some unorthodox methods
- in ridding the Greyshirts from Benoni
where he had settled. His leadership role in
those tumultuous events were the start of
an active political career in which he doggedly fought against racism as a member
of the South African Labour Party.
Sadly, Lovell passed away before finishing
his memoirs. Richly compensated, Brown
writes a postscript to complete her father’s
story, quoting from his numerous speech-

es in Parliament. This addition serves as
a valuable contribution in understanding
Lovell’s views on labour, justice, democracy, racial prejudice and his abhorrence
of the apartheid policy. One of the few
lone voices at the time, this book places
on record Lovell’s tenacious efforts in
striving for a just South Africa.
Brown articulates the importance of her
father’s role in the apartheid era where so
many of the regime’s opponents were silenced by banning, imprisonment, house
arrests and worse: “Of the few that were
left standing to express abhorrence at
the Nationalist government policies, he
was one of the most vocal and outspoken,” she writes.
Following his immense service in the
South African parliament, Lovell went
on to help build the newly independent
African state of Swaziland. As its first
Finance Minister, he gained the country’s membership to the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the
International Development Association.
Lovell left his mark on Swaziland and
was held in high esteem by all, including its king, Sobhuza II.

“the Love
For
of

”

Justice

Jewish Contribution

While widely acknowledged that there
were many Jews active in the anti-apartheid struggle — some of the better known
being Helen Suzman, Harry Schwarz,
Denis Goldberg, Arthur Goldreich, Ruth
First and Joe Slovo — it is important to
read For the Love of Justice to gain a fuller
picture of others in the community that
valiantly took a stand and spoke out.
The book traces the journey of a man
whose thinking was influenced by his rich
Jewish heritage, enhanced by the classical
philosophers and enriched by his continual
search for knowledge and quest for truth
and justice.

For the Love of Justice was published by and is
available through the Isaac and Jessie Kaplan
Centre for Jewish Studies and Research,
University of Cape Town.

Barbara Brown made aliya in 2009 and lives near her daughter Wendy
Hirschfeld and her family in Netanya. Her son Andrew Brown and
family have also recently made aliya.
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“If India and Pakistan can happily engage each other on the pitch, why can’t cricket bring different

recruited last year by the Israel Cricket Association (ICA) to boost the local sport.

folk in Israel together in the spirit of camaraderie and competition?” asks Herschel Gutman,

“It’s about changing mindsets and the best place to start is with the children. ”

A New Pitch for Better Relations

aving coached cricket at the MCC
indoor school at Lords cricket
ground in London, and at various clubs
and schools in South Africa, Herschel
Gutman, prior to his aliya in 2009, was
coaching a black team in Oudtshoorn. “It
was one of the most enriching experiences of my life.” What was to emerge
as the first all-black cricket team to enter
the South Western Districts league, the
Bongelethu Cricket Club could not have
had a more humble beginning.

Development Officer, based in Beersheba.
George also runs cricket workshops in
Kaye College in Beersheba, where some
of the Bedouin students had expressed
an interest in cricket and what started
with a few curious youngsters has really
blossomed. Some of them are now playing seven days a week. They love it.”
News of this project spread way beyond the confines of the Negev and
was picked up by the attuned antennae
of a UK organization called ‘Cricket
for Change’. “Their motto,” explains
Herschel “is ‘Using Cricket to Change
Young Lives’ and look for conflict areas
to promote the sport.”

Herschel recalls the first meeting in the
township “held in a rickety shack the size
of a shoebox. Fifteen guys squeezed into
whatever space they could find to listen to
our proposals to introduce cricket into the
townships.” What followed were similar
such meetings with the general manager
of South Western Districts cricket and
the Cricket Development manager for
South African cricket in which raising
funds and sustainability were discussed.
“Today there are two teams with players aged 15 to 30.”
Fast forward a year, and Herschel is in
top gear with projects to bring cricket
to the Bedouin community in Israel, as
well as to Palestinians in Israel and the
West Bank. The Bedouin ‘Cross Border
Cricket’ project, an initiative of the
ICA too had humble beginnings. “It is
the brainchild of former Yorkshireman,
George Sheader, who is the ICA Youth

Herschel stresses that cricket, “being
a non-contact sport is governed by a
body of Laws rather than Rules. This
establishes a code of gentlemanly conduct, as well as teaching patience, which
is precisely the prescription we need for
our youth in this region.”
Today there are four Bedouin teams,
all based in the Negev village of Hura.
“Now we are gearing up to moving into
other Bedouin and Arab towns. We have
already made progress in Rahat, Tel Sheva
and Arara Ba-Negev, where youngsters
recently started playing cricket,” says
Herschel.

Playing Ball together

Lining up at the wicket, Jewish and Bedouin
children listen to Herschel Gutman’s instructions.
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by David Kaplan

Even the Peres Center for Peace has
now stepped up to the crease. “Impressed
by our ‘Cross Border’ project, they are
keen to add cricket as one of their targeted sports alongside football, basketcontinued on next page
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ball and ultimate frisbee. The Centre
organises tournaments where Jewish
and Palestinian youngsters compete in
mixed teams so that ethnicity and political alliances are not forced into play,”
explains Herschel. To date, the Peres
Center project has touched the lives of
some 10,000 Palestinian and Israeli youth
from 35 communities in the region.

Could this be
a budding
Bedouin
Bradman?

The Israel Cricket Association was recently awarded the Best Spirit of Cricket
Initiative in partnership with UNAIDS
and UNICEF for their programme
“promoting co-existence and tolerance
amongst those caught up in the IsraelArab conflict in the Negev Desert.”

A Team
is Born

Coach Herschel Gutman
(right) with the then newly
formed Bongolethu
cricket team in the South
Western Cape.

Former Capetonian, Stanley Perlman,
and President of the Israel Cricket
Association expressed: “The ICA is very
honoured to receive this prestigious ICC
Global Award. Much effort has gone
into our programme with the Bedouin
community, introducing a brand new
sport to them and encouraging social
interaction between Jewish and Bedouin
children.”

Striking Boundaries
“If Telfed were again to interview you
two years up the pitch, what would please
you to report?”
“Firstly that the sport has developed
into new locations, that the number of
players has increased substantially and
that cricket is perceived as a sport that
can transcend both political and cultural
boundaries.
“But the icing on the cake,” asserts
Herschel, “will be to see Bedouins make
the Israel national team starting with
the Israel under13’s.” •
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For further information,
contact Herschel Gutman at
herschelgutman@gmail.com
or on 052-740-9287 or visit the
website at:
www.israel.cricket.org

Why
Should
Boys have
all the
Fun?
Bedouin girls at the
crease.

Noticeboard

Herzlia School

Course for Companions to the Elderly

Telfed has organized 5 courses to date, all of which
have proved extremely interesting and enjoyable to the
participants, and have helped many of them to find satisfying
work as companions. If you would like to do the course, please
contact Sharon Bernstein (09)7907 801.

Telfed’s own
on-line magazine

Enjoy Telfed Magazine?
Only NIS 80 for the year. Send a check to the
Telfed office or phone and pay by credit card.
Michal Merten: 09-7907808

www.telfed.org.il

For topical, up-to-date information
on aliyah, klitah, special projects, the
community and much more.
Pop in and see for yourself!

What? Herzlia School,
Israel celebration
Why? Herzlia School is 70 years old
When? October 14th 2010
Where? Kibbutz Gan Haim Ichud
Who? ex-Herzlians, Pupils and Staff
Contact: Herzliail@gmail.com

PRAS Scholarship
Programme for Students

PRAS is a unique scholarship programme in which students volunteer
80 hours annually within the Southern African community and are
awarded a substantial bursary.Special Summer PRAS programme
available.For information contact the Head of the PRAS programme
- Yael Biram Malach at yael@telfed.org.il or visit the Telfed website.

New! New!New!
2nd Hand at Telfed

Call: (03)512-1222

2nd Hand at Telfed is a new service
being offered to the Southern African
community in Israel.
If you have used appliances or furniture
that you would like to donate, you
may advertise these items on the
Telfed website to bring them to the
attention of the wider Southern African
community.

Telfed’s Employment Service

is always looking for good jobs for Southern African olim, from
care-givers and warehouse workers to secretaries, medical
personnel and hi-tech professionals. If you have, or hear of, a
job which might suit an oleh, please contact Telfed.

Details can be found on the menu
of the Telfed website, and forms
are available from our offices.

Call Sharon Bernstein (09)790 7801, sharonb@telfed.org.il.
With your help, we can help other Southern Africans.

EMail Addresses

Please advise Telfed of your email
address in order to receive Telfed
e-newsletters and updates on
community events.
info@telfed.org.il
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Did the chocolates melt in
the car before you arrived at
your host?
Did the flowers wilt because you forgot
to put them in water?

NEW: Give a

Keren Telfed

letter of appreciation to your host instead.
By giving a Keren Telfed donation of 50 Shekels
or more, your host will receive a lovely letter
of appreciation for the donation given in her
honour. For more details please contact Yael
Malach on 09-790-7819 or yael@telfed.org.il

BEAUTIFUL MEMORIES TO CHERISH & ENJOY!

New Arrivals

Give me your photos of special people or events such as Bar Mitzvot, weddings
or milestone birthdays, and I will make you a decorative collage to treasure.
It will be framed and ready to hang on the wall.
For more information and prices - sharonbee2009@gmail.com or 054-679 9696 (evenings)

Cape Town

Chesler, Ephraim
Friedman, Benjamin and Jillian,
Evan and Mark
Glanz, Barbara
Gordon, Ido
Rosenberg, Andre and Morine
Schneider, Bernard and Trudie
Sher, Craig and Janice,
Raphael, Ariel and Leanne

Johannesburg

Broll, Ida
Trope, Daniel and Nicole & Ella
Silber, Harold
De Beer, Chevy-Dune
Jaffe, Joshua
Queit, Alan Quentin
Isaacs, Maisie
Swaine, Kevin
Broll, Jonathan
Woolf, Daniel
Garb, Brian
Kotton, Ronald and Ruth
Knopp, Lawrence and Nicole
Emdin, Norman and Barbara
Shapiro, Gideon
Eliyahu, Ifat
Jellin, Bella
Shar, Gary
Goldberg, Dale
Berzack, Eric and Rhona
Hofman, Bradley

Bloemfontein
Romm, Chonnie and Laure,
Ayelet, Marvin & Zami

Thanks to the RE/MAX Real Estate School,

I made
NIS

Rabco

46,542

property management

consultants ltd.

Jack Rabin

in one month

• Property Consultants
• Property Portfolio Management

You can sign up too!
Eitan Halfon
RE/MAX agent, Netanya
aged 34, single

www.remax.co.il

&

1-800-211-311 ext. 5

Toyota Towers, Yigal Alon St. Tel Aviv
POB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203
Tel: 03-624-1718 Fax: 03-624-1798

Collector’s Item

Siddur and Pirke Avot
in Hebrew and Afrikaans

Contact Chonnie Romm 054 - 8059776

Two volumes by Rabbi Dr. Moses Romm z’l, formerly
Chief Rabbi of the Orange Free State (1930s-1940s)

by David Kaplan

Feature

Under
Fire

have to understand the nature of Afghan
society. One of the few jobs available to
women, particularly in the rural areas,
is carpet weaving. Mothers can have
between 12 to 18 children who will all
bunch up together in one room weaving up to 18 hours a day. Crying babies are a hindrance, so what do they
do? You have to see this to believe! We
filmed a grandmother blowing opium
into the faces of the infants to make
them sleep. We learnt this was a typical practice.
We ran another story of a woman
injecting herself during the interview,
while her 12-year-old daughter openly
smoked marijuana. The daughter revealed that her mother had twice tried
to sell her at the market, but had promised she would not do so again provided she brought in enough money from
begging. Women age very quickly.
Only 45, the mother looked well into
her eighties.

Marking 30 years since the former Soviet Union
recalled its troops from Afghanistan, the English
language TV channel, ‘Russia Today’, assigned their
Middle East correspondent, South African and Tel Aviv
resident Paula Slier to this war-torn country.
Spending two weeks last December in Kabul and the
remainder of her stay embedded with the American
forces in Kandahar province, Paula spoke to Telfed
magazine upon her return.

Firstly, weren’t your parents worried?
[Paula’s parents live in Johannesburg where her
father, Lionel Slier, is a correspondent for the
national Jewish paper, ‘The SA Jewish Report’.]
Parental panic! Even though we travelled in a $1000 a day bullet proof jeep
it was more a stark reminder of how
dangerous Afghanistan is.
In Kabul we were told to be back in
our hotel by 5.00pm as it was clearly unsafe to be roaming the city after
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dark. Well, the hotel was no safer. It
was bombed at 9.00am, the time we
normally left the hotel and only by the
grace of God, we - my two Russian
cameramen and I - had an early interview and left the hotel shortly before the
explosion. Eleven people were killed,
including two daughters of the former
president of Afghanistan, whose home
was across the street.
That night, we were the only residents
in the hotel. All the journalists had
checked out and while ‘Russia Today’
was happy to fly us out, we decided to
stay. The windows of the hotel were all
shattered, and I must admit, lying that
night in a bath with practically no water, most of it sand coming through the
pipes, I did reflect on whether this as-

Unveiling the Truth.
Beneath the Burka,
Paula Slier from Tel
Aviv interviewing in
Afghanistan
signment was worth putting my life on
the line for. But then I thought: This is
my job; this is what I do, I report from
where the story is and the best stories
are usually where it is least safe!

Provide a snapshot of life in Kabul
I felt I had landed there not in a plane
but a time capsule - that I had travelled
back centuries. The poverty was appalling, with thousands of women begging
in the streets, most of them refugees.
We ran an amazing story on the drug
trade. While Afghanistan is one of the
world’s largest ‘exporters’ of opium,
an increasing problem is the number
of locals that are becoming addicted,
particularly the children.
To understand this phenomenon you

Did the fall of the Taliban not introduce
some semblance of liberation, particularly
for the women?

on a patrol, and it’s a different story.
Shortly after I returned to Israel, I
learnt that two soldiers, a British male
and Canadian woman were killed on the
same patrol we had been on. While you
can take all the precautions - helmets
and bulletproof jackets - the roadside
bombs are quite random. You become
quite fatalistic. Whether in a hotel in
Kabul, or in a jeep in the countryside,
one is just so vulnerable.

Is the sacrifice of foreign lives and financial
support worth it?
I know Americans would not appreciate this, but my take is that this was a
war that was not being won.
Accompanying us were soldiers in the
PRT (Provincial Reconstruction Team).
Not wanting to create a vacuum when
they leave, the American strategy is to
build schools and hospitals and encourage the people to support their local
leadership rather than any future resurgent Taliban. It sounds nice in the-

ory, but their efforts are a drop in the
ocean. If they believe they are winning
“the hearts and minds of the people,”
they are delusional. The Afghans are so
desperate for everything, that they will
take whatever is offered; but that does
not translate in having won them over.
From my interviews it is clear that the
Afghans do not want foreigners: whether they were the Russians 30 years ago,
or the NATO forces today.
Also, however reprehensible the policies of the Taliban may be, they are not
necessarily perceived locally as the enemy. They are imbedded into society,
and people are afraid of them.
One local guide I interviewed crystalised the situation as follows “The
Americans have all the watches, but
we have all the time.” The inference
was chilling - they are biding their
time until the foreign forces all leave
and Afghanistan returns to being
Afghanistan - the future, a replication
of its past.
continued on next page

Let me give you an example of a driving school we visited. While women can
theoretically acquire drivers’ licenses,
only 37 were issued last year to women
as against 38,000 to men. Is this liberation? The women we interviewed drove
only in Kabul, and one said that if she
were caught driving in the countryside,
she would be beheaded.

Relate your experiences with the US forces?
Compared to impoverished Kabul,
the military base in Kandahar was
like Disneyland; an American cultural
transplant that seemed incongruous in
Afghanistan. The 30,000 troops there
enjoyed amazing sports facilities and a
boardwalk with American restaurants
offering 24 hours service including pizza
deliveries to tents. My Russian camera
crew could not believe it: “More like a
holiday camp,” they bemused.
However, leave the camp as we did

The Streets of Kabul. Paula en route to an interview in her fortified vehicle.

Feature
On Patrol. Paula
visiting a school
in the countryside
near Kandahar with
American soldiers
as part of PRT
(Provincial
Reconstruction
Team.)

While in Kabul, a woman might consider driving a car, in the countryside
such an idea would not even enter her
mind.
As one American commander despondently expressed, “We are trying to push
200 years of civilization into 10 years.
It’s not going to happen.”

Did you meet any Taliban fighters?
Yes, I interviewed a young prisoner.
He had never been to school and said
he was fighting to free his country from
foreign invaders. Concluding the interview, I shook his hand and wished him
“Good luck” and then wondered why - if
he saw me again in another context, he
would willingly kill me.

they see soldiers building
schools and
hospitals and on the other they are
manning roadblocks and killing Afghans.
It’s hard for them to reconcile.

How rooted is corruption?
We heard that each day some ten million dollars was being siphoned off from
the international community funding
and exiting Afghanistan. The country
is bloated with NGOs - some 3,000 although down from a high of 6,500 a
few years ago. Most of them were not
NGOs but commercial operatives under
the guise of NGOs. Foreign predators
are cashing in on the situation.
We ran an expose on the fuel distri-

bution by the Americans who had to
find a way to transport fuel from one
army base to another through terrain
controlled by either the Taliban or regional warlords. So what do they do?
They use local companies to transport
the fuel but to secure safe passage, large
sums of money have to be paid to whoever controls the countryside. And who
do you think pays?
So you have the US army paying the
Taliban, the sworn enemy, so that they
don’t fire on the American fuel conveys.
Go figure!

How did your visit shape up to your
expectations?
Well, on the flight to Afghanistan, an
article in the in-flight magazine recommended a visit to see the ‘one-eyed
lion’ at the Kabul zoo. Somewhat curious, I read on.
During a period of intense fighting in
the capital, a fleeing Taliban jumped into
the lion’s den. Bad choice! The next day
the deceased Taliban’s brother wanted
to exact revenge on the lion but only
succeeded in gorging out one eye.

Al l 3an d 4- ro om
fla ts , m in i-p en
th ou se s
an d pe nt ho us
es so ld .
O ne ga rd en
ap ar tm en t an
d
a fe w 5- ro om
fla ts st ill
av ai la bl e.
D on ’t m is s ou
t.

If this was one of Kabul’s star attractions, I most certainly had a sense of the
country I was about to visit. •

In the count r y s i d e, fo r
all you know,
any of the locals could be
Taliban. Also,
it’s very confusing for the
locals. On
the one hand
for 5 rooms starting at: NIS 915,000
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Business
give the bread a crispness unachievable in
electric ovens.”

Les Saidel from
Ginot Shomron
opening a sack
of organic-wheat

Making
‘Dough’
from
Dough

In the same way he makes his bread
rise from wheat, two years ago, Les
Saidel rose from the depths of a
global economic downturn.

T

alent, grit, family support and
the childhood teachings of his
Gemara teacher put him back on
track – a new track.
A graduate of Yeshiva College in
Johannesburg, Les made aliya in 1985,
studied computers, married former South
African, Sheryl; and until two years ago,
had been working in a highly-specialised
field for an American company. “Then, with
the global slump’s impact on the hi-tech
industry, my company bottomed up and I
was out of work.” Rather than compete
against young Israelis, he looked outside
the box and cooked up a lucrative ‘recipe’
for his family’s future.
“Ever since my Bar Mitzvah, I have been
baking as a hobby. Contrary to the stereotypical image of a Gemara teacher, Rabbi
Shlomo Warshawsky looked an athlete
– well-built, suntanned and a health nut.
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So using the same wheat grinder
he used when he was fourteen, “but
now running off an industrial powered motor, we feed it whole-wheat
organic kernels locally grown in the
Shomron and add the resulting organic whole-wheat flour to our breads.”
Les is confident to claim that “our
whole-wheat bread is the healthiest
you can buy in the country.”
Offering a wide range of breads
“we add at least 10% organic flour
even to our white, making it far
healthier than the regular supermarket variety.”
Now with ‘Saidels Bakery’ emblazoned on their large van, they run a
route from Ginot Shomron and surrounding area, delivering to collection
points in Kfar Saba, Ra’anana, Hod
Hasharon, Beit Shemesh and Ramat
Beit Shemesh where locals collect
their purchase, having ordered over
the phone or by email. “In time
we will expand to Modi’in all
the way to the Capital: ‘Next
year in Jerusalem’.”

12 Kikar Haatzmaut, Netanya; Tel: 09-8607000, Fax 09-8620719

SPECIAL NEW YEAR DEALS
Check out
our new website:

www.shakedeal.co.il
or contact:

NIEL BOBROV
at Shaked Tours

Saidel’s Bakery
He got me hooked on running and eating
whole-wheat bread, which he taught us to
bake at school.”
At the same time Les ran his third
Tiberias Marathon two years ago, he
obtained the plans from a masonryoven expert in Tasmania for a 60-loaf
capacity oven — which he proceeded to
build himself from mixing the cement to
laying the bricks. “There are only two such
ovens in the whole of the Middle East
and they are both in Israel. These ovens

When the chips were down in the hitech industry, this gutsy immigrant family from South Africa has shown how to
put bread on the table – big time!

Anyone interested to learn more about Saidels
Bakery, visit their website: saidels.com

•SOUTH AFRICA: JNB from:$1099.00
CPT from: $1133.00

09-7672404
050-5372522

hildav@netvision.net.il

•LONDON: from:$555.00
•NEW YORK: from :$1049.00 (from 23/9/10 to 31/3/2011)

•3, 5, 7 day Packages to the BLACK FOREST area in Germany - 		
						
Exlusive to SHAKED TOURS

We offer satellite packages such as SKY UK, Orbit Showtime (OSN), SKY Italia, Israel channels and more.
The packages are in English, are of premium quality and include sport,
movies, series and science and knowledge.
We have 30 years experience and proven customer satisfaction.

Contact Menaham at: glownetisrael@gmail.com or (057)569-3111

Ra’anana Electrical Contractors
for Electrical Installations

Although offering biscuits and a
variety of vegetarian pies, bread is
their main product and in gratitude
to his Gemara teacher, Les has come
out with a ‘Rambam Bread’.
“Apart from being a famous physician, Maimonides also wrote a treatise on health detailing how to bake and
cook. I located in his writings his recipes
and together with additional medicinal
herbs,” says Les “the Rambam is turning into a big hit.”

Call Hilary Kaplan:

Are you tired of YES and HOT?

Hot off the coals
Bread Sculpture for a family celebration

For Your Travel
Requirements,
Wherever,
Whenever...

JACKIE GORK/NACHUM FUCHS
Licensed Electricians
Repairs and Maintenance
Telephone: Jackie 052-3354060
Nachum 052-288438
Not on Shabbat

Total Home Renovations

Philip Symon is

“The Perfectionist”
Philip Symon, always the perfectionist, uses the latest techniques for upgrading, refurbishing and
maintaining your property to the highest standard. For over 25 years Philip Symon has been synonymous
with reliability and expertise. Join his long list of satisfied clients and bring a touch of class to your home.
Services include: •Professional Painting and decorative moldings •Demolition •Bathroom and kitchen remodeling
•Tiling •Electrical work •Plaster work and partitions •Plumbing
Call today for free advice and/or quotes.

mobile: 054315005 email: philip_symon@hotmail.com

In the Mail
Looking Back
Dear Editor,
I was interested to read a reference in the
article on Rabbi Kossowsky (Telfed Oct.
2009) that the Jews from Lithuania “did
not establish Hebrew schools”. Growing
up in Port Elizabeth in 1942, I attended
the local Hebrew School, which consisted
of a kindergarten (with an Israeli teacher, Tamara) and three grades of primary
school, with our wonderful Miss Zartz
(afterwards Mrs. Newman when her fiancé returned from “up north”).
We learnt the usual subjects plus Hebrew.
Perhaps we were the first Hebrew day
school in South Africa. After grade 3, we
dispersed to government schools.
We were a very small group and I remember all three grades in one room, divided into three vertical rows. I am sure
there are others in Israel who would remember that remarkable little school.
Taube Dorfan (Leibowitz), Kibbutz Grofit

Dear Editor,
Beryl Juter’s (Baleson) article on the
1958 Machon Le Madrichei Chutz Laaretz carried the photograph taken on
the steps of the old Herzlia School in
Hope Street Cape Town, and not at the
Johannesburg Offices of the Federation.

If you looked carefully, you would have
seen the metal name plates at the back
of the photo which read United Hebrew
Schools which was the name of the communal building.
In addition, this group is ONLY the
contingent from Habonim and not the
various youth movements. How do I know
all this, you may ask? Well if one could reverse the photograph, you would see me
there with my tongue hanging out and
my eyes bawling. I so wanted to join this
group, as many were my contemporaries from school and Habonim, but could
not convince my mother to let me go.
Well at least I made it for the Six Day
War in 1967.
Itzik Maron, Modi’in

Telfed’s New Look
Dear Editor

Well done Telfed on the new magazine
layout, which is very impressive and has
an easy-to-read format. Having been involved in designing & printing of products in Israel for 14 years, I looked at it
from a professional perspective, and you
definitely passed the test! On a different
note, thanks to the organizers of the recent get-together during Pesach, which
we all enjoyed. Here’s hoping to see more
events in the Jerusalem area!
Lesley Kaplan, Ma’aleh Adumim

What a pleasure! Congratulations on
the innovating ‘new look’ magazine.
It is modern, streamlined, glossy, colourful and a real showcase for Telfed.
Linda Baron, Kfar Saba

The correct photo. February 1958 at the Offices of the
S.A.Z.F in Johannesburg prior to the departure for the
year’s Machon Lemadrichei chutz Le’aretz Course in
Jerusalem with Madrichim from Habonim, Bnei Zion,
Bnei Akiva, Betar, Young Israel and Hashomer Hatzair.
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Kudos on the new ‘look & feel’ Telfed
magazine!! It is indeed a wonderful and
long overdue change. Keep up the good
work!
Debrah Marcus, Tel Aviv

Ed note. These are excepts from three of the
many letters and emails regarding the newly
formatted Telfed magazine

Hearty Lot
Dear Editor
In The Jerusalem Post (26 April), there appeared an article on the high grade given to
Israeli cardiology by the European Society
of Cardiology. A few years ago, Telfed
published an article of mine describing
the immense impact South African doctors have made in the field of Cardiology
and Cardiac Surgery in Israel.
As a practitioner in this field since making aliya in 1973, I can state that the
contribution by South Africans to the
high status of cardiology documented
by the European Society has been considerable and a source of great pride.
This is a further example of the exemplary and outstanding contribution by
South African olim to Israel’s status as
a leader in so many endeavours in the
Western world.
Professor (emeritus) Monty M. Zion, Protea Village

A Tribute to
Leonard Goldberg
(known in Israel as Leib Golan)

Dear Editor,
I was eleven years younger than Leonard.
His mother and my mother were sisters
who immigrated to South Africa from
Riga. Unfortunately Leonard’s mother
died at the age of 30, years before I was
born. We all lived in Kimberley and our
families were very close. Leonard was
always the peacemaker whenever any of
the cousins had a disagreement and we
all looked up to him. He was a pillar of
strength and one of the leaders of the
Habonim movement in Kimberley, creating a wonderful rapport with all the
youth, and as young as I was, he made a
tremendous impression on me.
When my family decided to come on
aliyah in 1973, Leib helped and guided
us. We kept in touch with him throughout the years. We are proud of his many
achievements; he was a true pioneer of
Israel and will be sadly missed.
Sarah Goodman, Moshav Neve Ilan

Joffe-Jankelowitz
Insurance Services
Specializing in all branches of Insurance
Elementary:
Car, House, Business & Travel
Private Health:
Health Insurance & Frail Care (Siudi)
Life:
Life Insurance, Pension Funds, Kupot Gemel & Keren Hishtalmut

Mark: mark@egoz-insu.co.il; Harold: harold@egoz-insu.co.il
Tel: 03-9292791/3/4 Fax: 03-9292733
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Keren Telfed

KEREN TELFED FUND
The Keren Telfed Fund was started over 25 years ago. Donations are used to assist members of our Southern African
community in Israel during times of individual or family need, or national crisis. They are tax-deductible.
All donations are acknowledged in this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof

Donors.. ...................................Honorees

Bokkie & Rochelle Zegal..................................................................Jack Friedberg – 70th birthday
Bebe Feldman.................................................................................Jack & Ruth Omsky – grandson’s Bar Mitzvah
Judy Kassel......................................................................................Gerald & Sharon Brook – 50th anniversary
Mervyn & Desiree Galansky............................................................ Jack Friedberg – 70th birthday
Anonymous.....................................................................................With thanks to Hertzel Katz
Ralph Hartsman..............................................................................Keren Telfed
Lorraine & Ami Saban.....................................................................Archie Isaacson – birthday
Bernice Pillemer..............................................................................Paula Kaplan – 80th birthday
Esther Shull.....................................................................................Philip & Jenny Shull – birthdays
Gessie & Belle Borok.......................................................................Vera Todes – birthday
Paul & Sharon Bernstein.................................................................Joshua & Deborah Grusd – marriage
Seymour & Hadassah Fisher............................................................ Elaine Fisher – in appreciation
Beth Protea Nearly New Shop......................................................... Keren Telfed
Basil & Riva Sandler........................................................................Morris Kahn – 80th birthday
Isaac & Bharti Menashe.................................................................. Keren Telfed – in appreciation
Naomi Fredman..............................................................................Walter & Fanny Robinson – grandson’s bar mitzvah
Joe & Jose Grossman.......................................................................Teddy Edelstein – 80th birthday
Gaby & Freda Haimovitz................................................................. Dave Amdur – 90th birthday
Allan & Liora Aronson.....................................................................Martin & Glenda Ellis – engagement of Dovi & Efrat
Herbie & Hazel Gaito.......................................................................Margie Goss – birthday
Jackie & Davina Shmueli.................................................................David Stockel – 70th birthday
Hertzel & Lola Katz.........................................................................Margie Goss – birthday
Mike & Irma Zaslansky....................................................................Sydney Miller – 70th birthday
Pat Breiter.......................................................................................Annette Samuelson – with thanks
Sheila Swiel & family......................................................................Lorna Kluk – 80th birthday
Annette Milliner-Giladi...................................................................Sidney Lazarus – 50th birthday
Helayne Shedletzky........................................................................Keren Telfed
Isobel Myers & Phina Rosin............................................................. Solly Elstein – 75th birthday
Phyllis Sachar..................................................................................Joey Kaplan – birthday
Annette Milliner-Giladi...................................................................Dave Meyerowitz – special birthday
Marie Tapnack.................................................................................Arthur Wolman – in appreciation
Mickey and Sadie Symon................................................................ Gerald and Sabena Ralph 59th anniversary
Bryan and Ruth Slater..................................................................... Ivan and Hilary Waldman – 50th anniversary
Mayera Glassman............................................................................Pauline Lockman – in appreciation
Phyllis Sachar..................................................................................Dave Meyerowitz – special birthday
Elisheva Kamaisky...........................................................................For needy families at Pesach
Charles & Vivienne Abelsohn........................................................... John Moshal – 70th birthday
Victor & Helen Hirsh........................................................................Rob Langbart – 80th birthday
Bea Jacobson..................................................................................Fay Eidelman – 90th birthday
Carron Sher.....................................................................................Sydney Levinsohn – 70th birthday
Mickey & Sadie Symon....................................................................Gerald & Sabina Ralph – anniversary
Gessie & Belle Borok.......................................................................Lyla Edelstein – birthday
Ivan & Vivienne Maron....................................................................Burnette Remeni – 60th birthday
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson................................................................ Cathy Hasson – Refuah shlemah
Susan Sharon..................................................................................Keren Telfed
Isaac & Maureen Lipshitz................................................................ Basil Berelowitz – 70th birthday
Cecily & Bernard Maisel...................................................................Basil Berelowitz – 70th birthday
Justin & Pamela Silver.....................................................................Maurice Segal – 85th birthday
Leandra Hainovitz...........................................................................Lola Nathan – 80th birthday
Sydney & Myra Joffe.......................................................................Mike Ayle – 80th birthday
Sydney Wolman..............................................................................Gerald & Freda Wolman – 50th anniversary
Hertzel & Lola Katz.........................................................................Dr Colin Klein – in appreciation
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Bennie Penzik & Angie Benjamin, Sydney & Pam Miller,
Geoff & Pam Boner, Frances Jaffe, Livia Goldenblatt,
Stanley & Shula Hyams, Jay & Maureen Rosen,
David & Hilary Zetler, Nicky Feldman,
Harry & Diane Shaer, Charles Saikovitz,
Roby & Helen Osimo, Mike & Irma Zaslansky
.................Lennie & Selma Cartoon – 50th anniversary

Group Donation - Keren Telfed

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Annette Milliner-Giladi, Sheila, Edna, Ilana,
Zvi & Varda Sachar, Freda Raphael, Joey &
Sandra Kaplan, Sheila & Michael Zetler,
Monica Liepman, Morris & Pauline Borsuk,
David & Hilary Zetler, Zellick & Fay Sendzul,
Naomi Fredman, Sylvia Weinberg, Julius & Fay
Weinstein, Joey & Sandra Kaplan, Dave Meyerowitz
.................Phyllis Sachar – 90th birthday

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Selwyn & Valerie Feinblum, Allan & Carol Feinblum,
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson
.................Steven Weil – 60th birthday

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Seymour & Hadassah Fisher, Dave Bloom,
Naomi Fisher, Gerald & Bernice Sacks
Norman and Norma Liffchak
.................Jack Trappler – 80th birthday

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Carol Weltman, Channa Eidelman
Joyce & Edgar Kohll
.................Dr. Bertie and Berry Hammar
on their 60th anniversary

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Channa Eidelman & Burda Family,
Malka Gulis.................... Freda Esakow-70th birthday

Group Donation
- Keren Telfed

Group Donation
- Keren Telfed
Alan & Marilyn Silbert,
Barbara Rubanenko,
Bryan and Ruth Slater,
Arthur & Vivien Wolman
.................Cecil Shevil – 70th birthday

Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson,
Sidney & Michele Shapiro
Neil & Judy Kaye,
Nick & Nelly Alhadeff
Hertzel & Lola Katz,
Norman Spiro,
Maurice Ostroff & Audrey Goodman,
Dr. Hillel & Jennifer Hurwitz
.................Smoky Simon - 90th Birthday

Debbie Chitiz, Bev Gez & families................................................... Lola Nathan – 80th birthday
Naty Tobias.....................................................................................Jerry and Edele Abrahams- in appreciation
Frances and Chaim Maisel............................................................... Ida and Hymie Bonn- 50th anniversary
Frances and Chaim Maisel............................................................... Norman and Naomi Feinstein- New home
Hymie and Kykie Josman................................................................ Robert Langbart-80th birthday
Hymie and Kykie Josman................................................................ Barney Wainer- 80th birthday
Boz & Yvette Fehler.........................................................................Mike Shapiro- 2nd Barmitzvah
Boz & Yvette Fehler.........................................................................Shlomo Marrs-birthday
Pat & Cecil Breiter...........................................................................Louis Machet-70th birthday
Glenn and Lucille Eilon....................................................................Zvi Feffler- 70th birthday
Channa Eidelman............................................................................Ghita Hurwitz-80th birthday
Jack & Sarah Goodman................................................................... Beatty Kotzen-80th birthday
Sally Levy........................................................................................June Joffe-birthday
Sharon and Paul Bernstein............................................................. Melanie Bloch - 60th birthday
Norman Spiro & Yehudit................................................................. Jack Rabin - 75th birthday
Jack Trappler...................................................................................Marvyn Hatchuel- 89th birthday
Fay Weinstein..................................................................................In appreciation of Dave Bloom
Becky Marock..................................................................................Sally Sher - special birthday
Debbie Chitiz & Family....................................................................Gerald and Freda Wolman-special anniversary
Gerald & Freda Wolman.................................................................. Marie and Hilton Tapnack- 40th anniversary
Ros & Mike Ayl................................................................................Daphne & Solly Josman-special anniversary
Adelle Kibel.....................................................................................Keren Telfed
Dorron Kline....................................................................................Keren Telfed
Leonore Shaveitzion........................................................................Cheryl Wynstock-90th birthday
Hymie Casper & Leonore Shaveitzion ............................................. Hymie & Ida Bonn-golden wedding anniversary
Natalie Ginsburg.............................................................................For Benjamin from India
Becky Rowe.....................................................................................Lena Nulman, best wishes on your retirement
Sid and Michele Shapiro . ............................................................... celebrating their new home

FOOD PARCELS FOR LONE SOLDIERS/FAMILIES

Berghaus family..............................................................................In memory of our beloved Gregory
Julius & Faye Weinstein...................................................................Phyllis Sachar – 90th birthday
Doreen Ensel...................................................................................For needy families at Pesach
Max & Yvonne Leibovitz.................................................................. Rosie Lever – 60th birthday

IN MEMORIAM

Mannie Shimoni,Ellie & Libby Posniak,
Bernard & Freda Boston.................................................................. In memory of Colman Roberts
Dave & Rae Kopping.......................................................................In memory of their daughter, who passed away 7 years ago
Sharon Epstein................................................................................Bernstein family – in memory of Jason
Naty & Denise Tobias.......................................................................Beverley, Lana & Margo, in memory of Rochelle
Gaby & Freda Haimovitz................................................................. In loving memory of Ray Amdur on her birthday
Pauline Eisen & family....................................................................Karen Abel & family – in memory of Mildred Albert
Barbara Gatter (Ben Yosef)............................................................. Nathan & Ronette Levinkind – in memory of Len Levinkind
Hylton & Harriet Bark.....................................................................In loving memory of Bradley Nussbaum
Jacqueline Kloss..............................................................................In loving memory of her husband Mervyn
Alon Chazan....................................................................................In loving memory of his mother Marilyn Chasen
Phillip & Estelle Chasen................................................................... Sharon Kaufman – in memory of Michelle Freeman
Jack & Sarah Goodman................................................................... In loving memory of our cousin Leib Golan
Harry & Nili Karabel........................................................................In loving memory of Iris Admur

A year without our dear DAVID MENDEL
We shall congregate in his memory on Friday, 3rd September 2010, at 10:30
am at the Yarkon Cemetery. Meeting at the car park near Hadas Plot 1.
Mendel Family, (Home contact details: 09-7432131)

continued on next page
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THINKING OF TRAVELLING?

Keren Telfed

Contact IAN
continued from page 31

Tel. 09-7744235 day or night for efficient service and
personal help in your home. Tickets will be delivered to you.

16-day English-speaking organised tour South Africa, Oct.-Nov. 2010 . E NQUIRE NOW

KEREN ALIZA (in memory of the late Aliza Hatchuel)

Marvyn
Hatchuel

WALDBAUM

David & Hilary Kaplan & family....................................................... Geoffrey & Tamara Israel – 50th anniversary
David & Hilary Kaplan & family....................................................... Margie Goss – 70th birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & Lily Rose Michalowsky..................................... Jack Trappler – 80th birthday
Annette Milliner-Giladi & Jillian Milliner......................................... In memory of Marjorie Minde
David & Hilary Kaplan ....................................................................Phyllis Sachar – 90th birthday
Aliza Hatchuel, z”l
Jack and Ruth Trappler....................................................................Teddy Edelstein – 80th birthday
Hilary Kaplan, Pamela Joffe, Sandra Kagan.................................... In memory of their mother, grandmother & great-grandmother Marjorie Minde
Sandra Kagan, Pamela Joffe, Hilary Kaplan.................................... Rabbi Steven Myers – in appreciation
Zinky Agulnick................................................................................In honour of all her grandchildren
Kaplan, Gelley & Wolff families....................................................... Eddie Weiss – 60th birthday
Dorian & Sharon Hatchuel & family................................................ Dr Ronnie Kollerman – 50th birthday
Walter & Rica Hatchuel...................................................................Marvyn Hatchuel – 89th birthday
Norman & Linda Barron.................................................................. Sue & Frank – marriage
Annette Milliner-Giladi...................................................................Rae Kopping-birthday
Zohar Levitan..................................................................................Walter Hatchuel- 2nd Barmitzvah
Ray & Zohar Levitan........................................................................Ruth Levitan-90th birthday

JOHANNESBURG
Book Now for Chagim and Dec./Jan holidays
• Australia, New Zealand and around the world from

Adults from

Children from

$586 $381

$1180

• Reduced prices to London, Europe and the Far East. Also senior citizen fares to most places.
• Packages to Prague, Greek Islands, Cyprus, Barcelona, Rome and Paris

Cruises, Cruises, Cruises,
Special Deals to the Caribbean and also Europe
AMERICA HERE WE COME!!!
F l i g h t s t o N e w Yo r k f r o m . . .

$549

CRUISES

EARLY BIRD discounts
on all cruises. Alaska,
Fjords, Europe,
Mediterranean

plus tax & security

SHORT-TERM HOLIDAY APARTMENT, RAANANA, AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND, FULLY FURNISHED & EQUIPPED WITH
KITCHENETTE, TV SATELLITE, A/C, WIFI, GROUND FLOOR. Phone: IAN 09-7744235; ianwald@gmail.com
FOR THE BEST SERVICE CONTACT: IAN WALDBAUM

tel: 09-7744235

MAYER PINCUS BAR-EL FUND (in memory of the late Mayer Bar-el)
Channa Eidelman, Sally Anne & Sasha
Alexander, Phyllis Palgi, Phyllis Sachar,
Annette Milliner-Giladi, Freda Raphael,
Chezi Chechik, Rachel Sachar, Ruth Swade,
Elizabeth Ben Yaakov, Naomi Wayburne,
Lynn Gramady, Maureen Cohen, Mary Chelouche........................... Freda Pincus – 90th birthday
Issy & Paula Miodownik
Freda Pincus, Brenda & Reuven Yagil............................................. Phyllis Sachar – 90th birthday

Rae
Kopping

FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include airport, fuel or security taxes or registration fees. Subject to availability in class of ticket with respective airline on specific flights only.

Mayer Bar-el, z”l

SAM LEVIN MEMORIAL BURSARY (in memory of the late Sam Levin)
Mickey Blumberg & Selma Isaacson................................................ Lynette Karp – 70th birthday
Harriet Levin, Dubbi & Lies Rabinowitz,
Dan & Jeannette Rabinowitz, Yehudit Rabinowitz.......................... Phyllis Sachar – 90th birthday
Mickey Blumberg............................................................................John Moshal – 70th birthday
Jack & Janice Friedberg................................................................... Joey Kaplan – 70th birthday
Minde Tatz, Chana Stein & Roch Morgenstern................................ Miriam Sher- 80th birthday

Now in the fashionable Arena Mall Herzliya Pituach
Wishing all our customers a happy and healthy Shana Tova.
Please bring a copy of your Telfed magazine in order to receive a
15% discount as part of our holiday sale.

Teddy Edelstein

SPECIAL DONOURS - PESACH PLEDGE
Dalia Cababia
Mervyn & Lorna Toube
Leslie Stoch
Dvora Lison
Gershon Gan
John Needleman
Beora Margolis
Rose Segall
Debbie Orr
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Carmel Bergman
Jonathan Bloom
Paul Roberts
Yael Adar
Ronnie Elkaim
Ernest Schneider-Kuper
Chaim Behrman
Michelle Wolff
Hylton & Harriet Bark

Clive Carpel
Hedva Scop
Daphne Davis
Brian & Andrea Armist
Cecil Taitz
Dr. Carron Sher
Rose Merkel
Brenda Kron
Sonia Sacks

Joseph & Myra Avron
Joe Wolf
Mary Tapnack
Helga Meyerson
Ruby & Cecily Sluszny
Ruth Lurie
Hillel & Ida Feldman
Sharon Betser
Itz & Marj Kalmanowitz

(09)951-2122 info@carrolboyes.co.il www.carrolboyes.co.il

New in Ra’anana!!

Mike’s Magazine World

E n g l i s h - l a n g u a g e M a g a z i n e s (UK and US editions) – All the popular titles
P l u s : Health • Sport •Graphic design • Teen Mags • Craft magazines: knitting, beading, scrapbooking etc.
And much, much more …
Also in English: Biographies • Cookbooks • latest fiction titles • Comics • Kids: story books, activity books,
sticker books • Great gifts: Coffee table books • Journals for writing in • Greeting cards
We also have a wide range of magazines in S p a n i s h a n d F r e n c h

Tel: (09)744-4181, Rechov Levi Eshkol 2, Ra’anana (Traffic light No 3 on Ahuza)

Nuptials

Mazal
Tov!
Jared, eldest son
of Colin & Shona
Gecelter and
grandson of Louis
& Minnie Gecelter,
married Diana,
daughter of Ya’acov &
Svetlana Mushibaev.

Tanya, daughter of
Richard and Cheryl
Shavei Tzion of Jerusalem
and granddaughter
of Leonore Shavei
Tzion of Kfar Protea
married Benny, son of
Rachel and Boris Yusupov
of Beit Shemesh

Michal, daughter of Toni &
Stanley Milliner (formerly of
Cape Town) and granddaughter
of Annette Milliner-Giladi,
married Eyal Bener, son of
Audrey Avner and Maurice Bener
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Reports Lola Katz

O
Orah, daughter of Anthony & Lesley
Kaplan of Maaleh Adumim, married Lior,
son of Yigal & Sarine Eliasi of Holon

Michal, daughter
of Sarah and Ivan
Fleisch of Moshav
Talmei Yosef, married
Naor, son of Mia and
Shalom Dvir of Rishon
LeZion.

Deena, daughter of Louis & Arlene Zetler of
Hoshaya, married Arik, son of Chaim & Dorit
Moskovitz of Tel Aviv.

Ayelet, daughter of
Eli and Zinky Agulnik,
married Asaf, son of Rafi
and Simcha Saban of
Tel Aviv.

Celebrating
the Life of

ver 90 people gathered in the shul
hall at Sea and Sun,
to celebrate the life
of Julius Weinstein,
in a tribute organised
by David Kaplan,
Annette MillinerGiladi and Marty Donner.
After Colin Schachat’s moving rendition of El Maalei Rachamim, colleagues
and old friends, notably Sidney Shapiro,
Hertzel Katz, Morris Borsuk, Ivan
Greenstein, Annette Milliner-Giladi
and MC David Kaplan recalled the major contributions Julius made to the cause
of Zionism.
“Zionism tonight is not only about the
past but also its future, which Julius always sought to chart,” said the MC.
Appropriately representing that future,
the superb operatic voice of a young new
olah from Cape Town, Tessa Snitcher
emotionally resonated to this gathering
of “fellow Zionists”.
People were reminded of the various positions Julius held: Chairman of the SAZF,
President of the SAZF, SA Representative
of the SA Board
of Gover nors to
the Jewish Agency,
Executive member
of the WZO, Elected
Life President of
the SAZF, Member
of the Likud

Executive in
Israel, Chairman
of the World
Yo u t h A l i y a
Committee during the period of
the Ethiopian aliya and a life member of Telfed’s Board of Governors.
We heard insights and anecdotes of
Julius’s associations with Israel’s political
leaders, notably: Golda Meir, Menachem
Begin, Arik Sharon, Moshe Dayan,
Yitzchak Shamir, Pinchas Sapir and Ehud
Olmert and the invaluable contributions
he’d made over a lifetime’s dedication to
the Zionist cause.
We learnt how in June 1967, he so adeptly
managed to persuade Harry Oppenheimer
to contribute $1million towards the war
effort - the largest amount until then ever
donated; and how he was instrumental in
establishing the settlement of Kochav
Yair with his ‘good friend’ Arik Sharon.
Julius had said, “Mr. Sharon, if you realistically expect South Africans to come
on aliya, offer them good land with a sea
view.” So Arik schlepped him to this tract
of land near Kalkilya.
“Not bad Arik, but where
is the view of the sea?”
“Aren’t you a visionary?
Look beyond — remember
Herzl?”
“I must speak to potential
home buyers about Herzl?
“When your South African
olim build their nice, fancy,
double-storey houses with balconies,
they will see the sea.” The rest is history, and many at
Julius’s gathering
are today, residents
of Kochav Yair.
We learned about
Julius the grandfather, about ‘Yudel’s’
fondness for speaking Yiddish with his

Julius
Weinstein

Top (l-r): Phyllis Sacher, Fay Weinstein,
Pauline Borsuk at the tribute. Above:
Julius with Shimon Peres. Right: with
Menachem Begin

People

dear friends
H a r r y
Hurwitz
and Morris
Borsuk, his
Julius at the podium.
one-time
ownership
of a liquor store in Johannesburg after which ‘he gave up the ‘profits of the
spirits’ for the ‘spirits of the prophets’. We
heard about Julius as a young Betari
camper who showed deterrent ingenuity - not wanting his face blackened by
boot polish, a favourite nocturnal activity - he engineered to sleep between
two strong-arm fellow campers, Hymie
Josman and Hymie Green. And there
were the tributes to Fay, the woman behind the man.
A slide show of historic pictures put
together by David Bloom showed Julius
with many of Israel’s Prime Ministers and
iconic Zionist leaders. One of these, ‘A
Golda Moment’, illustrated an amusing anecdote about how he had been challenged
by a potential donor in Johannesburg before leaving for Israel to kiss Golda Meir
in public in order to secure an IUA contribution of $250,000. After someone quietly
explained the dare to Golda, the Prime
Minister seeing a nervous-looking Julius
in the line as she was walking by, bellowed
in her Milwaukee accent, “Nu Weinstein,
why you keeping this gal waiting.”
Julius’s renowned oratory was captured
in an audio-visual film of him addressing a gathering at the 20th anniversary
ceremony of Kochav Yair. His unmistakable voice permeated the hall. Was it any
wonder that we all felt his presence?
The words of speaker after speaker
created a portrait of a man of dignity,
a man with a sharp sense of humour, a
man who was the embodiment of the
Jabotinsky concept of ‘Hadar’.
It was an honour for us all to have
known him. •
People...continued on next page
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Something out of the Movies

ever married, ‘ninetysomething’ Cecilia ‘Sissy’ Harris
from Haifa led a relatively quiet
life until a few years ago, when
it was revealed that she was the
only living ‘Ochberg Orphan’ in
Israel. For those of you unfamiliar
with what must rank as one of the
proudest and most heroic chapters
in South African Jewish communal
history, in 1921, the South African
philanthropist and Jewish communal leader from Cape Town, Isaac
Ochberg, helped finance and personally participated in the rescue
of the 176 Jewish orphans from
the Pale of Settlement and brought
them by ship to South Africa.
Responding to a notice in Telfed
magazine in 2007, 90 year-old
Sissy was suddenly plucked from
obscurity by an Oscar winning
film director who soon had her
on a plane to England and then to
Eastern Europe to narrate on site
for a documentary that has since
received critical acclaim. The documentary premiered at Cannes in
2008 and is being televised worldwide. Sissy, together with her two
sisters, were three of the 176 children saved from what would have
been certain death.
In March, when Bennie Penzik
from Ramat Hasharon, himself a
descendant of Ochberg orphans,
tried to contact Sissy at her apartment in Haifa “She failed to answer
her door or her phone. You can imagine how worried I was.”
So you can also imagine his relief followed then by “absolute
delight” when he learned that she
had been on honeymoon! Sissy had
met Joseph Hersch “a little younger
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Reports David Kaplan

than me” and the couple got married in March.
And how did they meet? “At a
seniors club—where else? I didn’t
know him, but apparently he had
been eyeing me for some time before he made his move.”
Who says life doesn’t start at
ninety?•
left: Cecilia Harris of Haifa, the only surviving
Ochberg orphan in Israel, together with friends
and descendants of Ochberg orphans. Benny
Penzik on left.

Under the
Gecelter Chupah

T

he smiling faces of newlyweds Jared
and Diana Gecelter on page 15 hide
another story of why this bridal couple
had every reason to be happy. Against all
odds, Jared’s father Colin was present at
the ceremony.
Seeing the photo jarred this writer in
another respect. How often in years gone
by that the happy smiling faces appearing
on the Telfed Nuptials page were captured
on film by none other than Colin who for
many years was Telfed’s regular photographer. Telfed’s pictorial archive of past
Executive committees, community events
and visiting dignitaries were often the

work of this once renowned photographer who had such a zest for life.
And then tragedy struck!
Two weeks after his 50th birthday in
September 1999 Colin was diagnosed
with Multi System Atrophy, a rare degenerative neurological disease for which
there is no cure. He was given 5 to 7
years to live.
Colin is Israel’s longest surviving sufferer. “What makes my brother’s case unique
is not only that he is still alive but that
he is still being taken care
of at home,”
Gail Perez
told Telfed
magazine.
She has only
full praise for
“my amazing
sister-in-law,
Shona.”
left: Colin Gecelter
with his loving family
at his son Jared’s
wedding.
top: Colin in
his heyday as
a professional
photographer.

T

here can’t be too many Israeli families that have produced three captains of a national team — and all in the same sport! Well, when
Nimrod Kaplan from Kibbutz Yizreel was crowned captain of the Israel national rugby team earlier this year, he was following a family
tradition - his brother Yonatan preceded him in 2005, and his father Milton captained the first Israeli squad to play in Europe back in 1981.
Orange Free State blood runs through these lads’ veins!
In April, when Nimrod scored the first try of the match fifteen minutes into the game at Wingate against Greece, his team was well on the way
to making history. Their 39-0 thrashing of the Greeks advanced Israel for the first time in its history to the FIRA-AER DIVISION 3B.
Israeli rugby had come a long way since Leo Camron, the former player from Natal, organized in 1952, the newly independent nation’s first
rugby match between a group of South Africans and a team of IDF parachutists. What is remembered most about that match was not the
score of 18-6 to the South Africans but the ball - It was made up of a
shoe wrapped in a towel!
It was an emotional breakfast at the Kaplan
household on Yizreel the morning before the
decisive match. “Everyone knew that Israel’s
future in rugby depended on only one
result,” Milton told Telfed Magazine.
“Bernice and I had tears in our eyes
Fist raised - New
as we watched our boy leave as if
captain of the
the weight of the nation rested
Israeli national
on his shoulders.”
rugby squad,
Nimrod Kaplan,
“We made history,” said Israel’s
leading his team
coach, Ra’anan Penn,also of
to victory.
South African stock. “ We
screamed for joy when the final whistle blew,” said Milton.
“Israeli rugby has had its ups
and downs over the years, but
with this result, we are seeing the
fruits of our labour.” “The fans were
amazing,” expressed Nimrod after the
match. “The sky is now the limit, and
we are planning on progressing to
another division next year.”

The Big Win

Brought to the wedding in a special
ambulance, Colin who is unable to
communicate except through facial
expressions was happy; “His eyes
said it all,” the family all agreed.
They could read the signs.
R abb i D o ro n Pe r e z f r o m
Johannesburg officiated at the wedding. A cousin of the groom, he was
as emotional as everyone else. “The
fact that your father is here with
us is nothing less than a miracle,”
he said to Jared under the Chupah.
“It is an expression of human and
Jewish heroism.”•
For a full report, photos and Yediot
Ahronot’s coverage of the wedding,
visit the Telfed website at: www.telfed.org.il

One former South African who has been watching Israel’s progress with
pride is new immigrant Wilf Rosenberg. Today a resident at Beth Protea, the
76-year-old Wilf is considered one
of the greatest South African rugby
Springboks of all time. In 1994 he
was inducted into the International
Jewish Sports Hall of Fame.
South African rugby giant,
Wilf Rosenberg, joins his
family in Israel.

Dubbed the flying dentist, because of
the way this periodontist would fearlessly hurl himself over the try line,
Wilf, in 1960-61, broke the singleseason scoring record with 48 tries
- a record that stands until today.

When his father, the late Orthodox
Rabbi Phillip Rosenberg of South Africa
was once asked by one of his congregants
how he could preach about respecting the
Sabbath while allowing his son to play rugby ‘on Shabbat,’ the rabbi responded,
“Well, my son was born with a God-given talent. Who I am to argue with God?”

Flying Dentist

In Memoriam

Julius Weinstein
Telfed mourn the sad passing of Julius Weinstein a member of Telfed’s
Board of Governors and Life President of the South African Zionist
Federation. A full tribute appears on page 35.

Abie Nowikow, Johannesburg
Anne Klein, Haifa

Abe Abrahamson
The Hon. Abe Abrahamson, honorary Life
President of the South African Zionist Federation
passed away peacefully on the 13th March at his
home in Johannesburg.

Annette Shapiro, Johannesburg
Aviva Segal, Kibbutz Tzora

The Telfed
chairman
Maish Isaacson,
members of the
Executive,
the Director
and Staff
express
heartfelt
condolences
to families
whose loved
ones have
passed away in
recent months:

Chaim Katz, Ra’anana
Chaim Segal , Kibbutz Yizreel
Colman Roberts , Nordiya
Dov “Barry” Harari, Netanya
Eve Manoim, Jerusalem
Fanny Kruger, Ra’anana
Iris Amdur, Manof
Ivan Waldman, Ra’anana
Jack Luck, Ra’anana
Jack Reichman, Herzlia
Leib Golan, Maayan Baruch
Menorah Charney, Yehud
Mervyn Kloss, Givat Shmuel
Miriam Bernstein, Jerusalem
Miriam Dembo, Haifa
Norma Fisher, Moshav Moledet
Reg Halperin, Johannesburg
Ronit Hoffman, Netanya
Ruby Lurie, Herzlia
Sid & Shirley Abrams, Tel Mond
Zelda Peerutin, Kfar Saba
Doreen Broude, Herzlia
Mike Karol, Ra’anana
Michael Turecki, Ra’anana

45-year-old Lt. Col. (Res.) Dov “Barry” Harari from Netanya, a
battalion commander in the Engineering Corps, was tragically
killed on the 3rd of August by Lebanese Army sniper fire
near Kibbutz Misgav Am, while engaging in routine border
maintenance within Israel. Dov was eulogized at the Netanya
Military Cemetery as a goodhearted man who relished every
opportunity to serve his country. “You always gave your
commanders the feeling that they had someone to count on,
your soldiers always followed you, everyone loved you,” said
Col. Yaniv Ashur, commander of Infantry Battalion 920, in
which Dov served.
The Southern African community joins all Israelis in
expressing our heartfelt condolences to wife Ronit, their four
children - Mor, Shir, Noy and Stav, and to his parents Yaacov
and Naomi (née Myerson from Cape Town) Harari of Netanya.
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Abe, as he was known to all former Rhodesians,
irrespective of colour or creed, devoted a large
part of his life to the betterment of the underprivileged, as well as to the well-being of his
Abe
people. As one of the founders of Habonim
Abrahamson
in the early 30’s, and later of the first Zionist
z’’l
Youth Council, it was not surprising that much
of his life would be dedicated to public work.
(Abe rt.) with Nick Alhadeff and
On his return to Bulawayo after the war, he
President Ezer Weizman at the
became active in politics and soon after his elecPresidents official residence,
Jerusalem. “Ezer used to refer to us tion to Parliament, he was appointed Minister
as the “Rhodesian Axis”, which goes of Housing, Social Welfare and Labour where
back to the war years when he was he fought strenuously to amend Rhodesia’s
with the RAF stationed at an airbase constitution to be based on merit and not on
in Gwelo halfway between Salisbury,
race. Throughout his political life, he never
where I lived and Bulawayo where
abandoned his deep commitment to his people
Abe resided,” related Nick.
and to the Zionist cause. Prior to his election
to the cabinet, he had served as President of the Central African Board of
Deputies, and he was re-elected to the same office when he ceased to be a
minister after U.D.I.
During the difficult period following the imposition of world-wide sanctions and the freezing of all transfers of foreign currency - a blow to
the IUA that had always been the Jewish community’s strongest link for
identifying with Israel - Abe used his influence to persuade the government to decree an exception for the transfer of these funds to Israel.
Later, when his children settled in South Africa, Abe and his devoted wife
Anita moved to Johannesburg. Immersing himself in Jewish affairs he was
elected Chairman of the S.A.Z.F. At the end of his term of office, in recognition of his outstanding services, he was made a Life President of the S.A.Z.F.
All former Rhodesians/Zimbabweans and South Africans living in Israel
mourn the loss of a great Jewish leader, fellow countryman and friend and
join in wishing Anita, her children and all the family a long life, with the
memories of a loving husband and father, and of a man so fully committed to his people.
Nick Alhadeff

Alec Sadowsky
After making aliya in 1963 with his wife Jill and their toddler, Doron, Alec
worked as the financial controller at Telfed 1964 - 1968.
A member of Habonim, Alec served as the Movement’s Bakoach in Cape
Town after he graduated at UCT as an accountant at the age of 22. But his
university days were not over!

Having played in UCT’s top squash
team “they did not want to lose him so
he opted to study philosophy allowing
him to continue playing squash,” Jill told
Telfed magazine. “He said it sounded “interesting and fun” and it remained a lifelong interest.”
Clearly the young
couple’s ‘philosophy’
was one of adventure.
Although neither of
them had ever visited
Alec
Israel, Alec, an ardent
Sadowsky
Zionist, asked Jill bez’’l
fore tying the knot,
whether she would be
prepared to make aliya within three years
after their wedding. Indeed she was and
the young family settled in the country
of Alec’s dreams.
Following Alec’s funeral, Jill was touched
when approached by people who related the
good deeds Alec had performed during the
years he worked at Telfed. This included
Amnon, Telfed’s driver at the time.
Residents of Ramat Hasharon for forty
odd years, the couple moved to Ra’anana
when Alec retired. He remained a member of Rotary Ramat Hasharon as well
as ENOSH, the Israel Mental Health
Association until shortly before he passed
away on February 12th.
Telfed expresses heartfelt condolences to wife Jill, and to daughters Michal,
Tammy and their families.

Menorah Charney
Telfed mourns the
passing of Menorah
Charney, wife of Leon,
a former Chairman of
Telfed and a life memMenorah
Charney
ber of its Board of
z’’l
Governors. A loving
and devoted couple - as the many tributes at the funeral movingly attested to
- Menorah and Leon were the quintessential ‘Perfect Match’ - partners in life who
supported each other to the hilt in their
respective endeavours.
As Menorah supported Leon in his voluntary involvement in Telfed over the

decades, Leon was always at Menorah’s
side as she established the MPH Group
for Creative Living and then later in
the 1990s, The Sheila Samson Centre
of Enlightenment. If Leon’s challenges
were responding to the physical needs of
Southern African olim, Menorah’s focus
was the ‘spiritual’; helping people reach
their “inner light, the soul.”
Sorely missed, she has left her mark on
the lives of many who, as they continue to walk her path, may not only look
ahead, but smile as they tilt their heads
upwards.
Telfed expresses heartfelt condolences
to husband Leon and to children Dani
Carney, David Carni, Jonny Carni, Shani
Toder and their families.
David Kaplan

Leib Golan
Leib was from that illustrious breed of pioneer-settlers, ideologically rooted
to the land and its future.
A description that captures
the bearing and spirit of
Leib Golan, a founding
member of Kibbutz Ma’ayan
Baruch and twice Habonim shaliach to
South Africa, appears in Hirsh Goodman’s
autobiography ‘Let Me Create A Paradise,
God Said To Himself.’ “Leib was the New
Jew, a full head of pitch-black hair, white
teeth, broad smile and arms as thick as
trees, a black mustache, always open-necked
shirt, usually khaki, a thick hairy chest and
a broad barrel of a neck. Leib was pure
energy and he beamed passion and love for
his country. He was a Jewish machine. He
spoke of orchids and the Hazbani River
and the cool waters of the Dan. He spoke
of the landmines along the roads, artillery battles with the Syrians, incursions
from Lebanon and how the children on
the kibbutz often had to sleep in the air
raid shelters.”
He spoke of how they “dried out the Hula
swamps, sold to us as worthless mosquito-breeding grounds by absentee Turkish
pashas and turned them into wheatfields
for as far as the eye could see.”

Leib was not only a fighter, a builder
and a farmer, but a visionary. I recall on
a Telfed tiyul to Maayan Baruch in 1997,
while standing at the border with Lebanon
on our left and the once Syrian-controlled Golan Heights to our right, Leib’s
voice bellowed as he spoke of past wars
but no less passionate, of the “peace of
tomorrow.” Shaking his finger and rebuking the doubters, he said “I may be a
dreamer, but excuse this old warrior and
farmer when I say, may the day come
when we will hop into our cars - not our
armoured cars - and drive to Damascus
for a humus and pita.”
He spoke candidly: “I ran away from
home and entered the country illegally
in 1948 with no money. Today, I am still
without money but I have much more.”
Surrounded by some of his
grandchildren, he went on,
“I feel enormous satisfaction
with what I see around me.
center:
When we came here there was
Leib
nothing but the rocks you see
Golan
lying on the side of the road.
z”l
After 50 years - look what we
have achieved.”
For decades Leib had been
Telfed’s anchorman in the north, welcoming visitors to the kibbutz and lecturing
about life on Israel’s northern border.
As secretary of the kibbutz he travelled
abroad frequently, and in the 1970’s, he
headed the “Workshop” programme, bringing Jewish youth from all over the world
to spend time on the kibbutz.
His contribution in inspiring one generation after another of the love of Israel
will remain his everlasting legacy.
Leib had three children from his first
wife Hermona - Arella, Guy and Edit.
Tragically Hermona was killed in a car
accident in 1969, and a decade later Guy, a
pilot in the Israeli air force was killed. In
1972 Leib married, Tirtza Rosen, a widow
from Kibbutz Erez. She and her son Uri
joined Leib on Maayan Baruch. She and
Leib later had a daughter, Adi.
Telfed expresses heartfelt condolences
to wife Tirtza and family.
David Kaplan

Classifieds
Accommodation
Holiday Apts, Ra’anana, Herzliya
Pituach, Jerusalem and Netanya, website www.rentisrael.com , info@rentisrael.
com (050)711-7967 voip (416)630-9639
skype caryfox1
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern,
central, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term rentals available. Contact
Ralph: (054)429-1455/6, (09)749-3399,
Not Shabbat.
B & B in Centre of Ra’anana. Double Room
+ own bathroom in lovely apartment. Tel:
(077)210-3230, (052)676-5517.
annhlevin@hotmail.com
Ra’anana: 2 roomed furnished apartments,
short and long term. Great location. Also
available either weekly or monthly: Daniel
Hotel, Herzliya, Studio apartment with lovely
sea view. Tel: (09) 774-2303, Fax (09) 7717202. Not Shabbat.
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana: 3roomed holiday apartment, furnished, including use of gym and pool, short or long
term. (050)792-4473.
Nahariya beachfront: 4-room apartment,
fully furnished and equipped for short term
rental. Includes en-suite parent’s bedroom,
another room with double bed and third room
which sleeps two. (054)338-2339.

Fonda’s Catering - catering for all occasions. Offering certified Kosher catering from
Fonda’s at Meatland for all your catering
needs from Britot to Weddings. For further
information, contact Nicky 052-8488678.

Computer

Israel’s PC doctor, complete PC, Network,
& Internet Support – House calls day or
night; Expertly solving all computer problems; repairs, sales, upgrades & instruction,
Microsoft & CompTIA Certified; 19 years experience. Free consultations & advice. Remote
& Onsite Support. References available–see
website. Contact Beau: (054)772-6239, beau1@
techie.com; www.israelpcdoctor.com

Counselling

Improve relationships - marital, family and
individual counselling. Trauma de-briefing.
Loss and grief work. Building self-esteem
and teaching social and problem-solving
skills for teens. Jackie Galgut (054) 9762513.
(Counselling social worker)
I offer a collaborative, compassionate
approach that helps my clients discover
their hidden strengths and find new, effective solutions to long-standing challenges.
I have over fifteen years of clinical experience, specializing in individual, family, and
couple relationship difficulties, youth behavior problems, and parenting issues. Call
Naamith Heiblum for a free phone consultation (054)226-6207.

Do You Have an Israeli Will?

Art Classes

Anyone who owns assets in Israel should
considerh aving an Israeli Will. Dying without an Israeli Will may result in unwanted
and unintended consequences.
SHWLR ATTORNEYS are able to assist you
in drawing up a Will. Kindly contact Brian
Levenstein (ex-Joburg) on (054)267-3811,
(09)760-2022, (09)774-2924.

Catering

Shimon’s Services - For all your electrical and household appliances: repairs,
instillation and maintenance, in Modiin,
Jerusalem, Beit Shemesh and the Sharon
Areas. For friendly and reliable service call
Shimon Zack, (054)245-6448 (052)295-3717,
(08)970-7194. Not Shabbat.

Antique Clock Repairs

Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I am
a specialist in this field! Countrywide Service.
I also buy and sell classic and unique clocks.
Susan (09)772-9222, (052)243-0040.
Art classes with Marlene Ferrer in her
unique studios. TIVON: Mon./Tues. am/
pm; JAFFO Wed./Thurs. Find the key to
your creativity, alternative techniques and
materials. 3 hours each meeting/420 NIS
monthly. Call in September 054-4626039,
ferrer.marlen@gmail.com
Shirley’s Deli: Special Menu for Chagim Home made cooking, includes: Fish, Herrings,
Soups, Salads, Meats, Turkey, Roast Beef,
Brisket, Chopped Liver, Kugels, Pies and
Puddings. Delivery to Ra’anana. 8 Nitza
Blvd. Netanya. (09)887-5043/4.
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Electrician

Handyman

Your handyman for all your home maintenance requirements in the Sharon Area:
•Painting •Plumbing •Electrical •Carpentry
•Fencing •General Repairs •Pergolas. For a
free quotation, call Craig (052)867-5235

Movie Magic
Personal documentary films at affordable prices. Want to surprise your parents
and/ or grandparents with an extraordinary gift for their birthdays/anniversaries? Let me turn their life-story into
a movie. Yaniv Berman. Yaniv.berman@
gmail.com (054)8349337.
Sewing Machines

Repairs on all makes of sewing machines
and overlockers. Big discounts on new machine prices. Trade-ins accepted. Free advice
and help gladly given. Jock Kahn (09)7741568,
(052)4572113

Shaiatsu & Acupuncture

Treatments from fully accredited therapist. Do you suffer from orthopaedic pain,
headaches, sleep disorders, stress-related
conditions or other complaints? Why not
do something about it? Call ILAN KATZ
(052)333-0605 - who, with over seven years
of highly successful experience, has now
opened a clinic in Ra’anana. Special terms
for first time patients.

Taxi Service

To and from Johannesburg International
(Tambo) Airport. Highly recommended,
very reasonably priced, reliable service
from Arnie Buchman. Home: (11)454-1193,
Mobile: (082)447-0185, Fax: (11)844-7716
or pearlw@absamail.co.za

We Want

Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small furniture that you can live without? Or moving
house? We’ll make you an offer you can live
with. Call Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren,
83 Sokolov Street, Ramat Hasharon. Tel.
(03)540-9481.

Weight Loss

“I am starting a diet on Monday...” How
often have you heard that? It’s easy to begin
a new diet; not so easy to maintain it. I have
devised a program based on my own personal journey of maintaining a healthy lifestyle,
not just for the next special event, but as an
investment in your future. Lectures include
tips on how to break bad habits, curb cravings,
the importance of exercise, recipes and motivation. Contact Hilary Kaplan: (09)767-2404,
(050)753-2322, hildav@netvision.net.il.

Veterinarian

Yanuv Veterinary Clinic - Dr. Bernard
Hurwitz: comprehensive veterinary services and boarding, at discount prices. 24hour Service. Moshav Yanuv near Kfar
Yona. Tel. (052)663-6646, (09)898-5773,
(09)894-8001.

